
INTRODUCTION

The B290 and B390 patch scarifiers are recent additions to
the line of Bräcke site preparation implements. These new
products offer the ability to control the complete work
cycle of the mattock wheels using an onboard computer,
allowing operators to vary the treatment in response to the
unique requirements of each site.

FERIC carried out a study with the assistance of Stone-
Consolidated Corporation to compare the treatment quali-
ties obtained with the Bräcke B290 and a conventional two-
row Bräcke; comparisons were made on study sites after
both full-tree and cut-to-length harvesting. The study was
also designed to determine the effectiveness and versatility
of the new scarifier under different ground conditions. The
latter results are reported in Field Note Silviculture-89.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SCARIFIERS
AND THE SITES

The site preparation implements in the current study were
both two-row patch scarifiers. The Bräcke B290 was direct-
mounted on the back of a Timberjack 1010 forwarder
(Figure 1), whereas the conventional Bräcke was towed
behind a Timberjack 450 skidder.

With the B290, whose mattocks are powered, an onboard
computer lets the operator control the rotation and the
down-pressure of the mattock wheels to create patches and
mounds of the desired dimensions. Rotation of the mattocks
on the conventional model is controlled mechanically by
choosing one of two gears in the chain-drive system, and
affects only the spacing between patches and the length of
each patch.

The comparative trials were carried out on two sites in the
Fort Frances region of Ontario. The settings used with the
two scarifiers were those that the operator considered most
appropriate for the site conditions.

Scarification followed full-tree harvesting in one case and
cut-to-length harvesting in the other (Table 1). The volume
of slash and its coverage of the site were thus greater for

the site harvested by the cut-to-length method (Figure 2).
The abnormally high volume of slash on the full-tree site
can be explained by the location of the trials along the edge
of the cut block and by the sporadic presence of large trees
lying on the ground. The sites also differed in their level of
stoniness, which increased the treatment difficulty in the
cut-to-length block. The sites were not very rough, and
were mostly flat.

Figure 1. The Bräcke B290 scarifying the full-tree site.
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Table 1. Site conditions in the two study blocks before
scarification
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Figure 2. Heavy slash loading on the cut-to-length site.

RESULTS

The results were intended solely to permit a comparison of
site preparation quality between the B290 and the conven-
tional Bräcke (Table 2). Thus, no productivity study was
attempted.

On the full-tree site, the conventional Bräcke produced
nearly twice as many patches and exposed more than three
times as much mineral soil as it did on the cut-to-length site
using the same setting. The same general trends were also
observed with the B290, but, in this case, the relative per-
formance on the two sites cannot be attributed solely to the
variations in slash loading and terrain conditions. The dif-
ferences in the results between sites with the B290 also
reflect the two different machine settings chosen, which
were not necessarily optimal. For example, on the cut-to-
length site, the operator selected settings that produced
fewer and longer patches so as to better penetrate the
heavier slash. However, minor adjustments to the settings,

such as greater down-pressure, could have changed the
results, producing deeper microsites with higher overall
mineral soil exposure.

Nonetheless, compared with the conventional Bräcke, the
B290 produced more mineral soil exposure and fewer but
longer patches that generally contained more than one
plantable microsite each. Moreover, on both sites, the B290
produced a plantability that was higher than that of the
conventional Bräcke by 12 to 16 percentage points.
Although the plantability of 68% on the cut-to-length site is
somewhat low, the B290 was more effective in penetrating
and redistributing the layer of slash and minor adjustments
to its settings could probably have improved these results.
Both implements provided good results on the full-tree site.

CONCLUSIONS

The many settings available on the Bräcke B290 let
operators adjust the site preparation to the specific site
conditions. The comparative trials on treatment quality
demonstrated that the B290 obtained a higher plantability
than the conventional Bräcke (a difference of 12 to 16
percentage points). The B290 also produced sufficiently
encouraging results on the cut-to-length site to justify
further tests of the implement to measure the impact of
various settings under difficult slash conditions.
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a Patch parameters do not include the mound or inverted material.
b Plantability is the ratio between the number of plantable microsites produced by the scarifier and the desired number of microsites.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the patches created by the Bräcke B290 and conventional Bräcke scarifiers
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